Abstract-The timed dataflow model of computation is a useful performance analysis tool for Electronic System Level Design automation and embedded software synthesis. Its determinism gives it strong analysability properties. It is expressive enough to cover a large class of applications and platforms. The trend however, in both embedded applications and their platforms is to become more dynamic, reaching the limits of what the model can express and analyse with tight performance guarantees. Scenario-aware dataflow (SADF) allows more dynamism to be expressed, introducing a controlled amount of non-determinism into the model to represent different scenarios of behaviour. We investigate so-called weakly consistent graphs in which the scenario changes are not tightly coupled with periods of repetitive behaviour of the static dataflow behaviour in scenarios as in previous methods. We define the semantics of such graphs in terms of (max, +)-algebra and we introduce a method to analyse throughput using a generalisation of (max, +)-automata. An extended version of this paper can be found in [15] .
I. INTRODUCTION
To develop concurrent embedded software applications and the platforms on which they execute, it is important to be able to efficiently assess whether or not performance requirements will be met. The parallel tasks and resource arbitrations create synchronization dependencies between tasks and time delays for processing arbitration. Such behavior is captured well by performance models that build upon the (max, +)-semiring [1] , such as Network Calculus [5] , Real-Time Calculus [27] , timed Petri-nets [8] , [22] , max-plus automata [13] , and the timed dataflow models. An important feature of timed dataflow models for performance analysis is their determinacy. In the most restricted dataflow models, such as timed Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) [19] , [23] , dependencies must be independent of input data, while some more dynamic models (for instance Dynamic Dataflow [7] ) allow such dependencies. The growing challenge is that the static structures of data dependencies and regular execution times with limited variation are becoming more and more exceptional as both applications and platforms are becoming more dynamic. Applications are becoming more dynamic, for instance, because of complex data reduction schemes, which introduce strong data-content dependencies. Hand-held devices need to support a wide range and diversity of communication protocols. More and more is This work was supported in part by projects CA505 BENEFIC handled in software by software-defined radio implementations. For MP3 compression, different parts of the audio, called frames, may be encoded using different methods. These methods cannot be accurately captured in a static dataflow model. Besides the application, also the platforms are becoming more dynamic. They need to dynamically handle various use-case scenarios of applications and use dynamic QoS management to match available resources with applications.
To deal with the increasing amount of dynamic behaviour in applications and platforms, there is a growing need for performance models that can deal with more dynamic behaviour and can still provide tight performance guarantees. The ScenarioAware Dataflow (SADF) timed dataflow model [14] , [16] , [24] , [26] tries to maintain as much as possible of the determinacy of dataflow behaviour, while introducing the possibility for non-deterministic variations in the form of scenarios. In MP3 decoding for instance, there are five individual coding schemes for audio frames. Each of these schemes can be represented accurately by a static dataflow graph, while the types of frames may occur non-deterministically in arbitrary orders. The SADF model and analysis techniques exploit the determinacy in behaviour within a single scenario, while allowing for non-deterministic selection of the scenarios that occur. A crucial aspect is the concurrency among scenarios. Concurrent implementations of streaming applications are often pipelined. For the MP3 decoder this means that different frames in different scenarios may simultaneously be decoded. Yet, the analysis of scenario behaviours can be separately and sequentially handled, despite their overlap in time.
Analysis methods for the Synchronous Dataflow model, based on spectral analysis techniques in the linear algebra on the (max, +)-semi-ring have been introduced [14] , [16] to the analysis of a particular subset of SADF models that are called strongly consistent, which means that every individual scenario behaviour corresponds to a complete iteration of an SDF graph. For the analysis of the combination of non-deterministic sequences of scenarios which are modelled as SDF behaviour, the theory of (max, +)-automata [13] has been used [16] .
The contribution of this paper is to generalise the performance analysis approach of [16] to the case of [26] , where scenarios may occur at a finer granularity than complete SDF iterations. This class is called weakly consistent SADFs, as opposed to the strongly consistent case, in which every scenario corresponds to a full iteration. For weakly consistent graphs, this is not necessarily the case, although in the long run, they need still be consistent to guarantee boundedness and deadlock freedom. This generalization is important because it allows us to use non-determinism to model dataflow graphs that are not globally synchronous. This is observed for instance in the MP3 example in this paper where the file reading front-end operates asynchronously from the sound decoding back-end. We introduce methods to determine the worst-case throughput of a weakly consistent SADF and a compact statespace from which latency type of properties can be determined. The generalization also makes the FSM based SADF model a proper generalisation of the CSDF [4] model. II. RELATED WORK Dataflow models of computation range from very static through more dynamic and (partially analysable) models, to very dynamic, but also very hard to analyse models [24] . The static models include (homogeneous, cyclostatic) synchronous dataflow [4] , [20] , [23] and Computation Graphs [18] . Heterochronous Dataflow (HDF) [17] introduces dynamism by combining a finite state automaton with synchronous dataflow graphs in the individual states. The model is restricted to executing complete iterations per state transition of the automaton and the model does not have a timed version for performance analysis. Parameterised Synchronous Dataflow (PSDF) [2] considers a static structure of a dataflow graph, where one or more of the port rates are parameters. It is possible to find parameterized schedules and appropriate buffer sizes, but the possibilities for expressing dynamism are limited. In the variable rate dataflow model (VRDF) [29] communication rates may vary arbitrarily and are not necessarily constant over a complete iteration. Analysis methods for this model are restricted to (conservative) buffer sizing under throughput constraints. More dynamic variations on dataflow models have been defined, but they introduce serious difficulties in the analysis. Examples include Dynamic dataflow (DDF) and Boolean Dataflow (BDF) [6] , which are models with data dependent firing rules. Their buffer sizing and throughput analysis problems are undecidable.
An appropriate semantic domain for timed synchronous dataflow behaviour is (max, +)-linear algebra [1] . Spectral analysis in this linear algebra is intimately related to throughput and latency analysis. (max, +)-automata [13] combine (max, +)-linear behaviour with non-deterministic choice. We use this combination to model scenario non-determinism.
We show how our analysis problem is ultimately mapped on a Maximum Cycle Ratio (MCR) problem on a directed multigraph, derived from a (max, +)-automaton. A generalisation of cycle ratio analysis is provided by spectral analysis of (max, +)-linear systems [9] , [11] . Spectral analysis gives not only the cycle mean (eigenvalue), but also an eigenvector, which relates to the relative firing times of actors, or latency. A good overview and comparison of cycle mean, cycle ratio and spectral analysis methods can be found in [10] .
In this paper we use synchronous dataflow graphs in the individual scenarios. However, we do not consider only complete iterations [16] , [17] , but allow partial repetition vectors. A special case of grouping firings results from clustering of SDF actors [3] , [12] , [21] . The result can be a quasistatically scheduled system, in which the clustered actors can be modelled as scenarios of a weakly-consistent SADF. Hence, the proposed analysis can also be applied to such systems. Another work exploring this aspect is [28] , which considers a modular implementation of SDF, where firings of an SDF iteration are grouped together. These may be individually scheduled depending on the presence of input data.
III. PRELIMINARIES
We assume the reader is familiar with SDF and its (max, +)-algebra semantics. A more detailed introduction to the preliminaries can be found in [15] .
A. Scenario-Aware Dataflow Graphs
Scenario Aware Dataflow graphs [26] are a variant of dataflow models that try to occupy a sweet spot in the tradeoff between analysability and expressiveness [24] , in particular to express more dynamic behaviour. It combines Synchronous Dataflow behaviour with finite state-automata. It allows the FSM transitions to occur not only at the borders of complete iterations of the SDF behaviours, but also at intermediary stages. An important element of the timed model is that even though the FSM transitions occur in-between pieces of deterministic dataflow behavior, this does not mean that such pieces cannot overlap in time. They can be pipelined.
An important strength of the (timed) synchronous dataflow model is its determinism. An important goal of the SADF model is to avoid loss of the benefits of the deterministic behaviour within scenarios for efficient analysis.
The semantics of SADF can be captured by a combination of classical FSM semantics and (max, +)-based semantics of the scenarios of determinate synchronous dataflow behaviour. The combination of state machines and (max, +)-matrix multiplication is called a (max, +)-automaton and is briefly introduced in the next subsection.
B. (max, +)-automata
A (max, +)-automaton [13] , is a tuple A = (Σ, M, M), of a finite set Σ of scenarios, a mapping M, which assigns to every scenario σ ∈ Σ a (max, +)-matrix M(σ) and a morphism M on finite sequences of scenarios, mapping such sequences to a (max, +)-matrix such that
For a given sequence of scenarios, the automaton defines the completion time as follows:
Then, M(σ)0 captures the production times of the tokens of the SADF after the sequenceσ of scenarios. The time when the final token is produced is captured by taking the (max, +)-norm (maximum entry) of the resulting vector. We are often interested in the worst-case throughput for any possible sequence of scenarios. Gaubert shows [13] how this maximum growth rate (minimum throughput) can be computed as the maximum cycle mean of the equivalent timed event graph [1] of the matrix M = max σ∈Σ M(σ). It also shows how, given an infinite regular sub language of Σ * , the set of all finite scenario sequences, the maximum growth rate can be determined using a classical product automaton construction.
For this paper, we will need to generalize this concept. In particular, instead of studying the average growth rate per step of the automaton, we will study the ratio of the growth rate relative to another quantity expressed as the sum of a certain benefit or reward per scenario. This amounts to application of the generalised spectral problem [9] to (max, +)-automata. In this case, the worst-case throughput can be determined as an MCR of the automaton where edges have two labellings, delays and rewards. We also associate non-square matrices M(σ) with scenarios. We assume that we use a specification of legal scenario sequences that is consistent with the matrix sizes, i.e., such that the morphism M is well-defined.
IV. A SEMANTIC MODEL OF WEAKLY
CONSISTENT SADF In strongly consistent SADF, every transition of the FSM corresponds to a full iteration of the SDF graph for the particular scenario. It is therefore a piece of behaviour that can be repeated forever. Moreover, switches between scenarios are possible in such states, because the initial states are identical. State in this case refers to the tokens present in the graph, as the graph's actors and channels may be different in different scenarios, but the initial tokens are found in all scenarios. Specifically 'state' of those tokens refers to time stamps indicating the time of their availability to be used (consumed).
We generalize the model to allow for edges of the FSM to correspond to arbitrary (fixed) collections of firings. In contrast with the strongly consistent case, the starting and ending state of a scenario dataflow graph are not necessarily the same. Such weakly consistent graphs can still be fully and precisely characterised by a (max, +)-matrix, which is not necessarily square.
V. EXAMPLE
We establish the (max, +)-automaton model of the running example graph shown in Fig. 1 . The initial state is k with an edge to itself labelled with the scenario α, which has one firing of P and one firing of Q in 'mode' a. This combination of firings has no net effect on the distribution of the (three) tokens. The starting state is defined by the two tokens 1 and 2 in the figure, with time stamps t 1 and t 2 . This is captured in a (max, +)-vector [t 1 t 2 ]
T . P needs to fire before Q a (a firing of actor Q in mode a, in which it takes 2 time units to execute and produces 0 tokens on the edge from Q to R) and consumes both tokens. Hence, its earliest starting time is max(t 1 , t 2 ). The firing takes 2 time units and completes at time max(t 1 , t 2 ) + 2, which in (max, +)-sum-of-product form is equal to max(t 1 +2, t 2 +2), or in vector inner-product notation:
T . This is the time stamp of the new token produced at position 1. Next, Q a fires and consumes the token just produced by P on the edge from P to Q. Its firing takes also 2 units of time and completes at max(t 1 +4, t 2 +4), or:
T . At this time the token at position 2 is reproduced. Combining the two symbolic states into a matrixvector equation, we get the following relation between the starting state vector and the end state vector.
Another edge, from state k to state l, is labeled with scenario β consisting of the firings {P, Q b }. This produces an additional token on position 3 on the edge from Q to R. We obtain the following matrix vector equation.
After this, a firing R c will take place in scenario γ, moving from state l to m. This consumes tokens 3 and 4 and produces At some point 1 , a transition is taken, back to state k. It is labelled with an empty set of firings and therefore leaves all tokens at rest. The matrix representation is an identity matrix. (Σ, G, ρ, i, f, π, A) . It has a finite set Σ of scenarios and every scenario σ ∈ Σ has an associated SDF graph G(σ) and a partial repetition vector ρ(σ), which maps every actor of G(σ) to a non-negative number specifying how often the actor fires in the scenario. The graph G(σ) has a collection of i(σ) ∈ IN initial tokens, which are indexed 0 ≤ n < i(σ). After execution of the partial repetition vector, the graph G(σ) has a collection of f (σ) ∈ IN 'final' tokens, which are indexed 0 ≤ n < f(σ). We use the (max, +)-semantics of the SDF graphs [1] to associate with every graph G(σ), a (max, +)-
VI. MODEL AND SEMANTICS A weakly consistent SADF graph is defined by a tuple
, or in short M(σ). The FSM A is a tuple (Q, q 0 , δ) with a set Q of states, an initial state q 0 and a labelled transition relation δ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q. The scenario labels in the edges must be consistent in the sense that for any state q ∈ Q, any incoming edge labelled with scenario σ 1 and outgoing edge labelled with scenario σ 2 , f (σ 1 ) = i(σ 2 ). We denote this number of tokens for a state q: n(q). A accepts the sequenceσ of scenarios if and only ifσ is in the language L(A) of the FSM, i.e., there exists a sequenceq of states such thatq(0) = q 0 and for every n ≥ 0, there exists an edge (q(n),σ(n),q(n + 1)) ∈ δ.
With sequenceσ, we associate the timing behaviour, a sequence of (max, +)-vectors, such that t 0 = 0 and for all n ≥ 0, t n+1 = M(σ(n))t n . We can now clearly recognise the structure of a (max, +)-automaton.
For synchronous dataflow analysis, it is common to quantify throughput by measuring the number of iterations per time unit. In our case, it depends on the model how much actual, 'real-world' progress is made per scenario. We therefore assume that we explicitly quantify the amount of progress per scenario. For instance, for the example graph, we may be primarily interested in the number of firings of actor R. In this case the progress is 1 for scenarios γ and δ and 0 for any other scenario. In general, we define a reward function π : Σ → IR ≥0 , which quantifies the amount of progress per scenario σ as π(σ). The throughput obtained from a scenario sequenceσ can hence be defined as follows.
I.e., throughput is defined as the average amount of progress made per unit of time. The primary analysis question we answer in this paper is to determine the worst-case throughput of an SADF graph:
We can define an explicit state space semantics of the model. The states of the state-space consist of pairs (q, t) consisting of a state q ∈ Q of the FSM and a normalized vector t. The initial state is (q 0 , 0). The transitions of the state-space are constructed as follows. For a state (q, t), consider every outgoing edge (q, σ, q ) of q in the FSM. Then the state-space has a labelled transition
where u = M(σ)t. The transitions are decorated with two labels, the amount of time progress and the progress reward.
VII. ANALYSIS To determine the infimum of the throughput values for all possible scenario sequences on the graph, we need to find the worst-case scenario sequence. Progress of time is measured as the (max, +)-norm of the state vectors t k , the maximum element of the vector. Since t k+1 = M(σ(k))t k , every element of t k+1 is determined by some element of t k and offset by the corresponding dependency in the matrix. This element in t k can in turn be traced back to a single element in t k−1 and so forth back to t 0 . In other words, to study the relation between time progress and scenario sequences, we need not look at complete vectors, but we can concentrate on individual elements (initial / final tokens) and their individual dependencies as expressed by the entries in the matrices. Fig. 2 shows a structure which encodes these dependencies for the example of the FSM (vertically). For every edge of the FSM, we take the matrix M(σ), with σ the label of the edge, and for every finite (non −∞) element in the matrix we draw an edge between the corresponding initial/final tokens and label it with the value of that element and with the reward π(σ) of σ. For clarity we have labeled it with the scenario σ itself in the figure. The precise definition of the (max, +)-automaton corresponding to the SADF graph is as follows.
Definition 1: For a given SADFG graph (Σ, G, ρ, i, f, π, A), the analysis (max, +)-automaton is defined in the form of a graph (R, ) with vertices R and edges , as follows.
The worst case throughput of the graph can be determined from a maximum cycle ratio analysis of the corresponding (max, +)-automaton, i.e., find the cycle in the graph with the worst-case ratio of total reward over time progress.
Theorem 1: Let G = (Σ, G, ρ, i, f, π, A) be an SADF graph and (R, ) be the corresponding (max, +)-automaton graph, then infσ ∈L(A) τ (σ) = MCR(R, ) is the worst-case throughput of G.
Note that the graph (Fig. 2) has cycles of zero reward (α self-loops) and hence the worst-case throughput is zero. Indeed, actor Q may never produce any output to R in which case, R will never fire. In a refined model we may limit the number of firings of Q in mode a to two, before it must fire in mode b. And similarly we bound the number of firings of actor R in mode d to three. This can be modeled by introducing extra states in the FSM that count the number of firings. The analysis of the refined model is shown in [15] . The worstcase throughput is shown to be 1 13 . Note that the behavior of this example is characteristic for the asynchronous file reader front-end of the MP3 example. After a predictable number of reads it must have data available for decoding.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have implemented the worst-case throughput analysis method in the SDF 3 tool set [25] as an extension to the available scenario-aware dataflow analysis. To get the performance analysis results, a maximum cycle ratio analysis is performed on the (max, +)-automaton using the algorithm of Young et al. [30] . We have used the tool to analyse an MP3 decoder model with a file reader frond-end [15] . Weak consistency is needed for this model to be able to express the asynchronous operation of the file reader and the decompression of the MP3 decoding. The specification consists of seven dataflow graphs for the five coding scheme scenarios and two additional file processing scenarios. The graphs of the frame decoding scenarios are fairly large (up to 25 actors). The specified FSM has 65 states. The (max, +)-matrices extracted from the scenario dataflow graphs are 3 by 3 matrices, where the rows/columns represent one of the three processors on which the decoder is presumably mapped. The determinate behaviour of the large scenario dataflow graphs, with many firings, can thus be very compactly represented. The (max, +)-automaton that is constructed from the FSM and the matrices has 195 nodes (one for every combination of the three initial tokens and one of the 65 FSM states) and it has 2745 edges. The computation time on a standard PC is around 45ms. As a result we get the worst-case throughput as well as a critical scenario sequence from a critical cycle of the MCR analysis.
IX. CONCLUSION
We introduced an exact analysis method for a class of dynamic dataflow graphs, called weakly consistent scenario-aware dataflow in which the behaviour may nondeterministically vary according to scenarios of behaviour, yet within these scenarios behaviour is deterministic and follows the synchronous dataflow paradigm which provides us with powerful analysis techniques. We have generalized the (max, +)semantics of SADF to allow non-consistent scenario behavior to (a generalisation of) (max, +)-automata and exploit existing spectral analysis techniques in (max, +)-algebra for performance analysis. We have implemented the techniques in a tool for performance analysis of dataflow models and we see that it can effectively analyse a model of an MP3 decoder.
